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To,

Shri A.N, Rai
Chairman a anagi Director
BSNL. N elhi.

Ongoing struggle by SNEA Kerala circle, regarding.

sir,

Kind attention is invited to the ongoing struggle by SNEA in Kerala Circle which has been continuing
since more than a month now. This continued unrest is not at all good for the heajth of BSNL
keeping in view the point that Kerala has always been one of the better performing circles and has
been contributing a lot in arresting the down fall of BSNL revenue. We are of the firm opinion that
better employer-employee relationship has always been a trrgger for growth of any organization and
the past records of Kerala circle has always been a true and glaring example. It is the responsibility
of the management to avoid situat'on which creates unrest among employees en-masse. This is
possible only when, views of the associations should not be undermined and opinions of the
representatives of the associations on growth and survival issues of BSNL gets equal importance
and respect,

In view of the above and for the best interests of BSNL, I oii trehalf of AIGETOA request your kind
intervention jn aesolving the Kerala impasse on the issues which relates to the survival and growth
of BSNL in these circles. We strongly believe that there is high need to analyze and review decisions
which appears to be anti-business and anti-BsNL and wherein wastage of resources is being felt
prima-facie.

We request your kind intervention and extend our moral support on the issues raised by SNEA
Kerala which pertains to the growth and survival of BSNL. We request you not to zero in a situation
where all the executive associations are being forced to launch a common strLrggle on the issues
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